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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2018145764A1] A windscreen wiper device of the flat blade type comprising an elastic, elongated carrier element (4), as well as an
elongated wiper blade (2) of a flexible material, wherein said wiper blade comprising a holding part with at least one longitudinal groove (3), in which
groove a longitudinal strip (4) of the carrier element is disposed, said wiper blade comprising an connecting device for an oscillating arm, wherein
said oscillating arm can be pivotally connected to said connecting device about a pivot axis near one end thereof, wherein said wiper blade further
comprises a wiping part (16) with a free end to be placed in abutment with a windscreen to be wiped, said wiping part being arranged to carry out an
oscillatory tilting movement along a tilting web (15, 18) between reversal positions thereof, said wiper blade further comprising opposite, sidewardly
extending damping strips (17) being arranged to damp said oscillatory movement of the wiping part by contacting the wiping part along a contact
surface thereof, with the special feature that said wiping part is arranged to carry out said oscillatory tilting movement along a first tilting web (15)
interconnecting the damping strips and the wiping part, wherein said damping strips are arranged to carry out a corresponding oscillatory tilting
movement along a second tilting web (18) interconnecting the damping strips and the holding part, wherein - said damping strips are each provided
with an upwardly extending protrusion (20) arranged to contact a bottom of said holding part along a contact surface thereof in order to limit said
oscillatory movement of said wiping part, and/or - said bottom of said holding part comprises opposite, downwardly extending protrusions arranged
to contact said damping strips along a contact surface thereof in order to limit said oscillatory movement of said wiping part.
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